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ABSTRACT
An efficient algorithm for enumerating a sequence of all elements in (Z n ) k in a special order is
presented. The sequence enumerated is called the (n,k)-Gray code. It has the property that each pair
of adjacent elements differs in only one digit and the difference is either +1 or −1. This sequence can
be efficiently applied to calculation of the weight polynomial of a group code. We also show that the
Tower of Hanoi problem, in which disks can only be moved to the adjacent pegs, can be solved by
enumerating the (3,k)-Gray code, where k is the number of disks to be moved. Finally, we show that
the enumeration of the (n,k)-Gray code can also be regarded as a Hamiltonian path in a generalized hypercube
network.
Key Words: (n,k)-Gray code, weight polynomial, tower of Hanoi, Hamiltonian path, hypercube network

I. Introduction

Table 1. Two Sequences for All the Elements of (Z n )k

Consider the problem of enumerating of all elements in (Z n ) k. For example, for n=3 and k=2, Table
1 shows two possible sequences which contain all the
elements of (Z n ) k.
We may regard each element of (Z n)k as a k-digit
number of base n. The first sequence, ai=( a ki – 1 , a ki – 2 ,
..., a 0i ), i=0, 1, ..., n k−1, is listed in the order of the
k–1

numerical values of the elements,

Σ

j=0

a ijn j . The second

sequence, bi , i=0, 1, ..., nk−1, contains the same set of
elements as does the first one but in different order.
Note that each pair of adjacent elements in the second
sequence differ in only one digit, and that the difference
is either +1 or −1. We shall call the second sequence,
bi, i=0, 1, ..., nk−1, the (3,2)-Gray code. In this paper,
we shall present a simple and efficient algorithm to
enumerate the (n,k)-Gray code. We shall also describe
its applications.
Enumeration of the (n,k)-Gray code is useful in
the calculation of the weight polynomial of a group
code generated by a generator matrix. Let n be the
basis, l be the length of the code word, and k be the
length of the message. Thus, each code word is an ldigit base n number, and each message is a k-digit base
n number. The total number of messages is nk. Direct
enumeration of the set of all code words requires klnk
multiplications and (k-1)ln k additions. Using the (n,k)-
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Gray code, the computation time needed to enumerate
the set of all code words can be reduced to lnk additions
and no multiplications. The reduction in computation
time makes computation of longer codes possible.
Furthermore, our algorithm is not recursive. The
algorithm can incorporate checkpoint and restart operations very efficiently. Therefore, the calculation of
the weight polynomial can be started from any element
of (Z n ) k in the (n,k)-Gray code. In particular, the
program can continue from the last point at which the
program terminated abnormally. We can also divide
the whole computation into parts and execute each part
on different computers. Since computation of the weight
polynomial usually takes a long time when l and k are
large, checkpoint and restart operations are necessary.
We have applied this technique in finding a ternary
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k–1

constabelian [100,16,48]-code whose minimum distance exceeds that of the best known ternary [100,16,45]code (Cheng and Guan, 1996).
In the next section, we shall describe an efficient
algorithm to enumerate the (n,k)-Gray code. We shall
also show how to apply the algorithm to calculate the
weight polynomial of a group code. This technique
can also be applied to any other calculation of a linear
function whose value depends on all the elements of
(Z n ) k. The (n,k)-Gray code can also be regarded as a
solution to a variation of the Tower of Hanoi problem,
in which all the moves of the disks are restricted to
moves between adjacent pegs. Furthermore, the (n,k)Gray code can also be regarded as a Hamiltonian path
of a generalized hypercube network. We shall describe
these two applications in Section III and draw conclusions in Section IV.

II. Efficient Algorithm to Enumerate
( n , k )-Gray Code
Our algorithm for generating (n,k)-Gray codes is
based on the following theorems. Let (d k−1, d k−2, ...,
d 0 ) and (g k−1 , g k−2 , ..., g 0 ) be two elements in (Z n ) k .
Let
k–1

sj=

Σ

i= j+1

g i mod 2, j=0, 1, ..., k-2.

Define a function σ 0: Z n→Z n as the identity function,
that is, σ 0(i)=i for every i∈Z n. Define a function σ 1:
Zn→Z n such that σ 1(i)=(n−1)−i for every i∈Zn. Define
a function f: (Z n) k→(Z n) k such that
f((d k−1, d k−2 , ..., d 0 ))=(g k−1, g k−2 , ..., g 0 ),
where
g k−1 =d k−1
g j= σ sj(d j), j=k−2, k−3, ..., 0.
Theorem 1. The function f is bijective.
Proof. Since f is a map from (Zn)k into itself, it is suffice
to show that f is injective. Assume that f((d k−1, d k−2 ,
..., d 0 ))=(g k−1 , g k−2 , ..., g 0 ), and f(( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ...,
d 0′ ))=(gk−1, gk−2, ..., g0). By definition, dk−1=gk−1=d k′ – 1 .
For j=k−2, k−3, ..., 0, σ sj(d j)=gj= σ sj(d ′j) , which implies
that d j = d ′j .
■
We regard (dk−1, d k−2, ..., d 0) as a number of base
n and define its numerical value, (d k−1, d k−2, ..., d 0) n ,

as

Σ

j=0

d jn j .

Theorem 2. If (d k−1 , d k−2 , ..., d 0 ) n −( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ...,
d 0′ ) n=1, then f((d k−1 , d k−2 , ..., d 0)) and f(( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 ,
..., d 0′ )) differ in only one digit, and the difference
is 1.
Proof. Assume that
f((d k−1 , d k−2, ..., d 0 ))=(g k−1 , g k−2, ..., g 0 ),
and that
f(( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ..., d 0′ ))=( g k′ – 1 , g k′ – 2 , ..., g 0′ ).
Since (dk−1, dk−2, ..., d0)n−(d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ..., d 0′ )n=1, there
exists some j, 0≤j≤n−1, such that
(1) if j<n−1, then d i= d i′ , for i=k−1, k−2, ..., j+1;
(2) d j= d ′j +1;
(3) if j>0, then di=0 and d i′ =n−1, for i=j−1, j−2, ...,
0.
Since di=d i′ for i=k−1, k−2, ..., j+1, it is clear that gi=g i′
for i=k−1, k−2, ..., j+1. For m=1, 2, ..., k−1, let
k–1

s m=

Σ gi
i=m+1

mod 2 and s m′ =

k–1

Σ

i=m+1

g i′ mod 2. Note

that g i= g i′ for i=k−1, k−2, ..., j+1 implies that s i =s i′ for
i=k−2, k−3, ..., j. Since d j= d ′j +1, g j and g ′j must be
different. The absolute value of their difference is
|σ sj(d j)−σ s ′j(d ′j) | =| σsj(dj)− σsj(dj+1)|=1. Since |gj−g ′j |=1,
s j−1≠s ′j – 1 , which implies that either g j−1=n−(d j−1+1) or
g ′j – 1 =n−(d ′j – 1 +1), depending on whether s j−1 is 1 or 0.
In both cases, g j−1= g ′j – 1 . It is now easy to see that,
for i=j, j−1, ..., 0 the two sequences of numbers
g k−1 g k−2 ...g i and g k′ – 1g k′ – 2 ... g i′ differ only in the j-th
digit, and |g j− g ′j |=1. Therefore, s i≠ s i′ for i=j−1, j−2,
..., 0. Since d i =n−1 and d i′ =0 for i=j−1, j−2, ..., 0,
g i = g i′ for i=j−1, j−2, ..., 0.
■
By the above two theorems, an (n,k)-Gray code
can be generated by converting elements in (Z n ) k in
ascending order of their values.
Note that a (2,k)-Gray code is an ordinary k-bit
binary Gray code. Define x⊕y=1 if, and only if,
x≠y. It is well known that a k-bit binary Gray code
(ak−1, ak−2, ..., a0) can be generated from a k-bit binary
number (b k−1 , b k−2 , ..., b 0 ) as follows:
a k−1 =b k−1
a j =a k−1 ⊕a k−2⊕...⊕b j, j=k−2, k−3, ..., 0.
It is easy to see that a (2,k)-Gray code is a special case
of an (n,k)-Gray code, and that the above formula can
be derived from our generalized formula.
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It is useful to convert a k-digit (n,k)-Gray code,
(g k−1, g k−2, ..., g0), back into the corresponding k-digit
k–1

number of base n, (dk−1, dk−2, ..., d0). Define tj=

Σ

i= j+1

gi

mod 2. Let σ 0 and σ 1 be defined in the same way as
above. Define a function h: (Z n ) k→(Z n ) k such that
h((g k−1 , g k−2 , ..., g 0))=(d k−1 , d k−2 , ..., d 0),
where
d k−1 =g k−1
d j= σ tj (g j ), j=k−2, k−3, ..., 0.
Theorem 3. h(f((dk−1, dk−2, ..., d0)))=(dk−1, dk−2, ..., d0).
Proof. Assume that
f((d k−1, d k−2 , ..., d 0 ))=(g k−1, g k−2 , ..., g 0 ),
and let
h((g k−1 , g k−2 , ..., g 0 ))=( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ..., d 0′ ).
It is clear that d k′ – 1 =g k−1=d k−1. For j=k−2, k−3, ..., 0,
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#include <stdio.h>
#define N 20
#define K 16
main()
{
int n[K+1];
int g[K+1];
int u[K+1];
int i, j, k;

/* the maximum for each digit */
/* the Gray code */
/* +1 or −1 */

for (i=0; i<=K; i++) {g[i]=0; u[i]=1; n[i]=N;};
while (g[K]==0) {
printf("(");
for (j=K-1; j>=0; j--) printf (" %d", g[j]);
printf (")\n");
i=0;
/* enumerate next Gray code */
k=g[0]+u[0];
while ((k>=n[i]) || (k<0)) {
u[i]=-u[i];
i++;
k=g[i]+u[i];
};
g[i]=k;
};
}
Fig. 1. Algorithm to generate the (n,k)-Gray code.

u[0], u[1], ..., u[k] is used to indicate whether the
algorithm should increase or decrease the value of the
g[i], for i=0, 1, ..., k. Note that only one digit is changed
d ′j = σ t j(g j)
in each iteration. Initially, all the values of u[0], u[1],
..., u[k] are 1. Each digit of the generated code can
= σ t j( σ sj(d j))
only be a number in [0, n−1]. The algorithm first tries
to increase or decrease the least significant digit g[0],
= σ sj( σ sj (dj ))
depending on the value of u[0]. If the value of g[0]+
u[0] is in [0, n−1], then the algorithm has found the
=d j.
next (n,k)-Gray code. The new code is obtained
k–1
from the old code by replacing the value of g[0] with
Note that, by the above definitions, s j =t j =( Σ g i )
i= j+1
g[0]+u[0]. Otherwise, the value g[0]+u[0] is outside
mod 2.
■
of [0, n−1], the value of u[0] is multiplied by −1, and
the value of g[0] remains unchanged. The next
We have presented a method for generating an
digit, g[1], is considered to be the candidate to be
(n,k)-Gray code. Since there are n k codes to be genincreased or decreased. This process is repeated
erated and each code needs O(k) time to generate the
until the algorithm finds a digit g[i] such that g[i]+
k digits of the code, a direct implementation takes
u[i] is in [0, n−1]. Note that the algorithm uses
O(kn k ) time to generate all the elements of the code.
vectors of dimension k+1, indexed by 0, 1, ..., k, but
We shall present a more efficient algorithm to generate
that only the first k digits are printed. When the most
all of the codes. The idea is to generate the next code
significant digit u[k] is changed from 0 to 1, the alfrom the current one. We need to store the current
gorithm stops. It is easy to check that, when the
code in an array and to determine which digit should
algorithm stops, all the elements in (Z n) k have been
be increased or decreased for the next code. We can
enumerated.
decide which digit should be changed by using TheoIt is sometimes useful to generalize the algorithm
rem 2.
described above in such a way that each digit in the
The algorithm is written in C and is shown in Fig.
(n,k)-Gray code has its own maximum value, instead
1. The first code is (0, 0, ..., 0). Each iteration from
of a common value n. We store the maximum values
line 12 to line 25 generates the next Gray code, which
in an array, n[0], n[1], ..., n[k]. Instead of checking
is stored in the vector g[0], g[1], ..., g[k]. A vector
whether 0≤g[i]+u[i]≤n, the algorithm checks if
− 843 −
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0≤g[i]+u[i]≤n[i].

III. Applications of the Generalized
Gray Code
In this section, we shall describe applications of
the (n,k)-Gray code. The first application is calculation
of the weight polynomial of a group code. The second
application is finding the solution to a variation of the
tower of Hanoi problem. The third application is finding
a Hamiltonian path in a generalized hypercube network.

for i=0 to k do w i =0;
for each u=(u 1 , u 2 , ..., u k) in (Z n ) k do
d=0;
for i=1, 2, ..., l do
s=0;
for j=1, 2, ..., k do
s=s+uj ×aj,i;
end for
if (s mod n)≠0 then d=d+1
end for
w d=w d+1;
end for
Fig. 2. Simple algorithm to compute the weight polynomial of a
group code.

1. Calculation of the Weight Polynomial of a
Group Code
As a result of noise in a transmission channel,
information received by a receiver may contain errors
in digital communications. This required the design
of good error correction codes, so that transmission
errors can be detected and corrected. Algebraic coding
theory plays an important role in the design of good
error correction codes (Berlekamp, 1984; Blahut, 1983;
Blake and Mullin, 1975; MacWilliams and Sloane,
1981).
Let the information being transmitted be the strings
of the alphabet {0, 1, ..., n−1} for some positive integer
n. The value of n is usually a small number, for
example, 2, 3, or 4. Assume that the information to
be transmitted is divided into blocks of length k. Each
block of information is first transformed into a code
word of length l. The value of l must be at least k and
is usually greater than k. The code words are then
transmitted to the receiver.
Each block of information can be represented as
an element in (Z n) k. Each code word can be regarded
as an element in (Z n) l. Since l>k, not every element
in (Z n )l is a code word. The receiver can detect errors
when a messge which is not a code word is received.
Let x and y be two code words. The Hamming distance
between x and y is defined as the number of digits by
which the code words x and y differ. In addition to
detecting errors, the receiver can correct m digits of
errors if the Hamming distance between any pair of
code words is at least 2m+1, and if there are at most
m error digits in each message block received.
Most of the error correction codes are group codes,
which are codes in which the set of code words is a
group. One advantage of group codes is that the
minimum distance of the code is equal to the minimum
number of nonzero digits over all nonzero code words.
Therefore, we need not calculate the Hamming distance between every pair of code words. We need
only count the nonzero elements in each nonzero code

word.
The weight polynomial of a group code is the
polynomial in x in which the coefficient of x i is equal
to the number of code words which has exactly i nonzero
digits. The minimum distance of a group code is the
smallest i, such that the coefficient of x i is nonzero.
A group code is usually generated using a generator matrix. Let A be the generator matrix of a group
code. The algorithm shown in Fig. 2 computes the
weight polynomial of the group code generated by the
generator matrix A, which has dimension l×k.
For each element u∈(Z n) k , the algorithm shown
in Fig. 2 needs kl multiplications and (k−1)l additions
to generate the code word. Since there are nk elements
in (Z n ) k, the algorithm needs kln k multiplications and
(k-1)ln k additions. When k and l are large, the computation takes a long time to complete. For example,
when n=3, k=20 and l=100, the computation takes about
a day on a low end workstation. When searching for
good error correction codes, we need to try a large
number of different generator matrices. Therefore, we
need to design a more efficient algorithm to compute
the weight polynomial of a group code.
Since there are nk elements in (Zn)k and the weight
polynomial depends on each element in (Z n ) k , it is
impossible to design a polynomial time algorithm, in
terms of n and k, for computation of the weight polynomial. However, we may rearrange the order of the
elements in (Z n ) k properly so as to reduce the computational time. For example, if the elements are ordered
in the same way as the generalized Gray code, then
matrix multiplication is not needed to generate the code
word. The first code word, which is the image of the
zero element (0, 0, ..., 0) in (Z n ) k, is (0, 0, ..., 0) in
(Z n) l. If the previous code word has been generated,
the next code word can be obtained by adding or
substracting the i-th column of the matrix A to the
previous code word, where i is the index of the digits
in which the two elements disagree. For each code
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Table 2. Generator Matrix for Ternary Constabelian [100,16,48]Code

Table 3. Coefficients of the Weight Polynomial for Ternary
Constabelian [100,16,48]-Code
i
0
48
51
54
57
60
63
66
69
72
75
78
81
84
90

word, we need only l additions and no multiplications.
The computation time is reduced to ln k . The new
algorithm will be more than 2k−1 times faster because
most computers can do addition much faster than
multiplication. The new algorithm is shown in Appendix.
We have applied the algorithm in finding a
good ternary code. It is a special kind of group code,
called the constabelian code. It is the ideal of the
algebra

coefficient
1
11600
47200
331600
1354800
4098040
7683200
10915000
9737200
5952400
2247200
592800
67400
8200
80

Table 2 shows the generator matrix of the ternary
[100,16,48]-code, constructed using the algorithm
described by Cheng and Guan (1996). Note that the
numbers in Table 2 need to be expanded in base 3. For
example, 7 in Table 2 represents two elements 2 and
1 of GF(3) in sequence, and 367 in the first row of Table
2 represents 102021.
Finally, Table 3 lists the non-zero coefficients of
the weight polynomial of the ternary [100, 16, 48]code.

2. Other Applications
A F=A(F;a,t)
=F[X 1 ,X 2 ,...,X r]/( X 1t1 −a 1 , X 2t2 −a 2 , ..., X rtr −a r).
They are constacyclic codes as defined by Berlekamp
(1984) when r=1. They are abelian codes as defined
by Berman (1967a, 1967b) and MacWilliams (1970)
when a=(1, 1, ..., 1), where 1 is the identity element
of F. We have applied the above algorithm in finding
many good constabelian codes. The most important
one is the ternary constabelian [100, 16, 48]-code. The
minimum distance of this code exceeds that of the best
known ternary [100, 16, 45]-code listed in the table
compiled by Brouwer and Sloane 1 .
Let F=GF(3), r=4, a=(2,1,1,1), and t=(2,2,5,5).
Thus,
A F=A(F;a,t)
=F[X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ,X 4 ]/( X 12 −2, X 22 −1, X 35 −1, X 45 −1).
1

In this section, we will describe two additional
applications of the (n,k)-Gray code. The first one is
finding the solution to a variation of the Tower of Hanoi
problem. The second one is finding a Hamiltonian path
in a generalized hypercube network.
The tower of Hanoi problem involves transfer of
a tower of k disks from the left peg to the right peg
using an intermediate peg in between. Only one disk
can be moved at a time, and a smaller disk must be
placed on top of a larger disk each time. We will
consider a variation of the tower of Hanoi problem, in
which disks can only be moved to adjacent pegs (Graham
et al., 1994). The goal is to find the shortest sequence
of moves that transfers a tower of k disks from the left
peg to the right peg.
First, we number the pegs from left to right as
0, 1, and 2, and number the disks from the largest
diameter to the smallest diameter as 1, 2, ..., k, respectively. Assume that disk i is on peg x i , for i=1, 2, ...,

Brouwer, A. E. and N. J. A. Sloane, “Table of lower bounds on d max(n,k) for linear codes over field of order 3.” Private Communication.
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k. We shall use (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k) to record the state of
the disks. Initially, all the disks are on peg 0, and the
state is (0, 0, ...,0). The first move must be to move
disk n from peg 0 to peg 1. The state then becomes
(0, 0, ..., 0, 1). An example of the tower of Hanoi
problem with 3 disks is shown in Fig. 3.
Theorem 4. The tower of Hanoi problem in which disks
can only be moved to adjacent pegs can be solved by
the enumeration of the (3,k)-Gray code, where k is the
number of disks to be moved.
Proof. Let the initial state be (0, 0, ..., 0), and let the
j-th state be the j-th (3,k)-Gray code. We will prove,
by induction on j, that all moves are legal moves. It
is clear that the first move from state (0, 0, ..., 0, 0)
to state (0, 0, ..., 0, 1) is a legal move. Let

Fig. 3. The tower of Hanoi problem, n=3.

problem with 3 disks is listed as follows:

f((d k −1 , d k− 2 , ..., d 0 ))=(g k− 1 , g k −2 , ..., g 0)

(0,0,0) (0,0,1) (0,0,2) (0,1,2) (0,1,1) (0,1,0) (0,2,0)
(0,2,1) (0,2,2) (1,2,2) (1,2,1) (1,2,0) (1,1,0) (1,1,1)
(1,1,2)(1,0,2) (1,0,1) (1,0,0) (2,0,0) (2,0,1) (2,0,2)
(2,1,2)(2,1,1) (2,1,0) (2,2,0) (2,2,1) (2,2,2).

and
f(( d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ..., d 0′ ))=( g k′ – 1 , g k′ – 2 , ..., g 0′ )
be two states of consecutive moves. Then, (d k − 1 ,
dk−2 , ..., d 0) n−(d k′ – 1 , d k′ – 2 , ..., d 0′ ) n=1. By Theorem 2,
there exists some j, 0≤j≤k−1, such that
(1) if j<n−1, then g i = g i′ , for i=k−1, k−2, ..., j+1;
(2) |gj − g ′j |=1;
(3) if j>0, then g i= g i′ =0 or gi= g i′ =n−1, for i=j−1, j−
2, ..., 0.
That is, when the j-th disk is to be moved from peg
gj to peg g ′j , all the smaller disks are either on peg l=0
or l=2. Since disk j is to be moved from peg gj to peg
g ′j , we need to show that g j , g ′j , and l are different.
Consider the first time that the j-th disk is to be moved.
When, for the first time, the j-th digit is changed in
the enumeration of the (3,k)-Gray code, the (j−1)-th
digit must be increased from 0 to n−1. Therefore, it
must be the case that the j-th disk is to be moved from
peg 0 to peg 1, and that all the smaller disks are on
peg 2. Consider the second time the j-th disk is to be
moved. The (j−1)-th digit must be decreased from
n−1 to 0. It is easy to see that the j-th disk is to be
moved from peg 1 to peg 2, and that all the smaller
disks are on peg 0. Note that our algorithm generates
reflective Gray codes. Following the same argument,
we can show that when the j-th disk is to be moved
from peg 2 toward peg 0, all the smaller disks will be
on one peg, and the peg will not be the same one that
the j-th disk was originally on, or the peg that the jth disk is to be moved to.
■

Another application of the algorithm is finding a
Hamiltonian path in a generalized hypercube network.
In a k dimensional binary hypercube, the vertices are
k-digit binary numbers. Two vertices are adjacent if,
and only if, their binary numbers differ in only one
binary digit. Hypercube networks have become popular because they have good connectivity and the degree
of each vertex is small.
We consider a generalization of binary hypercube.
The vertices of a generalized hypercube are the k-digit
base n numbers. Two vertices in a generalized hypercube
are adjacent if, and only if, their numbers differ in only
one digit, and the difference is either +1 or −1.
Finding a Hamiltonian path is an important problem in graph theory. It is also important in practical
network design. Although it is generally difficult to
find a Hamiltonian path in a graph, it is known that
a binary hypercube has a Hamiltonian path. We can
show that a generalized hypercube also has a Hamiltonian path. The path can be found by the algorithm
shown in Fig. 1. That is, the Hamiltonian path can be
represented by a sequence of vertices, which is the
sequence of the (n,k)-Gray code.
Note that when n is even, the sequence of the (n,k)Gray code has the property that the last element and
the first element in the sequence also differ by one digit;
therefore, the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle.

IV. Conclusions

For example, the solution to the tower of Hanoi
− 846 −
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enumerate the (n,k)-Gray code. It can be used to reduce
the computation time required to calculate the weight
polynominal of a group code. The algorithm is not
recursive. Therefore, checkpoint and restart operations
can be implemented efficiently. Computations can also
be divided into parts and executed on different computers. It is a useful tool for searching for good group
codes. We have used this technique to find the
[100,16,48]-code and many other good codes.
We have also shown that the (n,k)-Gray code can
be used to solve a variation of the tower of Hanoi
problem, in which the disks can only be moved to
adjacent pegs. The (n,k)-Gray code can also be used
to find a Hamiltonian path in a generalized hypercube
network.

Appendix
Algorithm to Compute the Weight Polynomial of a
Group Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

#include <stdio.h>
#define N 100
#define K 16
#define Q 3
main()
{
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

A[K] [N];
u[K+1];
g[K+1];
v[N];
w[N+1];
d;
i, j, k, s;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

generator matrix */
the message */
to generate Gray code */
the code */
the weight polynomial */
the distance */

for (i=0; i<K; i++) /* generate a random matrix */
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
A[i] [j]=random() % Q;
for (i=0; i<=K; i++) {u[i]=0; g[i]=1;};
for (i=0; i<N; i++) v[i]=0;
for (i=0; i<=N; i++) w[i]=0;
w[0]=1; u[0]=1;
i=0; d=N;
while (u[K]==0) {
k=0;
if (g[i]==1) {
for (j=0; j<N; j++) {

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59 }

v[j]=(v[j]+A[i][j]);
if (v[j]>=Q) v[j]-=Q;
if (v[j] !=0) k++;
}
} else {
for (j=0; j<N; j++) {
v[j]=(v[j]-A[i][j]);
if (v[j]<0) v[j]+=Q;
if (v[j] !=0) k++;
}
};
w[k]++;
if (d>k) d=k;
i=0;
/* generate next Gray code */
s=u[0]+g[0];
while ((s==Q) || (s==-1)) {
g[i]=-g[i];
i++;
s=u[i]+g[i];
};
u[i]=s;
};
printf("\nNN=%d, KK=%d, DD=%d\n", N, K, d);
for (i=0; i<=N; i++) {
if ((i%10)==0) printf ("\n");
printf ("%d", w[i]);
};
printf("\n");
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